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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

The Concert For Bangla Desh
George Harrison and friends
With so many musicians performing to help
charitable causes around the world, for many,
this was the show that started it all. George
Harrison pulled together many of his friends
in the music business to help put Bangla Desh
on the map for many of us.
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new arrivals...
After a bit of a hiatus, Lawrence Devoe returns to our band of henchpeople. By day, he’s a doc in the Augusta, Georgia metro area, and
the rest of the time a passionate audiophile with a penchant for
getting the data. We’re very happy to have Mr. Devoe back reviewing
analog for us.

“pew! pew! pew!”
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Future Tense:
Reviews in process...
AVID Acutus Dark,
Mytek Brooklyn + DAC,
Anthem MRX520 and more!
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what’s inside:
www.audiosolutions.lt

FIGARO XL in Gray Olive

$15,000 for standard finishes, $16,500 as shown

GLOW…
A quartet of KT88 power tubes
light up the presentation in the
VAC Sigma 170i integrated
amplifier. A real treat for the
eyes and ears on page 110
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MORE GLOW...
Each of the PrimaLuna EVO 400 power
amplifiers have 8 EL-34 output tubes.
Along with the EVO 400 preamplifier, our
studio was nice and toasty during our
evening listening sessions.
More on page 86
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no.97
P U B L I S H E R S

L E T T E R

Wow, we just keep getting closer to issue 100.
There have been several great tube amplifiers sent our way in the last few months, and
we all know glowing tubes make for great pictures. So…issue 97 ends up being an all
tube issue, starting with the new PrimaLuna EVO400 Preamplifier and Power Amplifier
on our cover.
For those of you not entirely familiar with PrimaLuna, this is the brand that launched
my career as an audio writer. Much to my (and Kevin Deal's surprise) my review of the
original PrimaLuna ProLogue ONE, featured in The Absolute Sound, would be the review
that helped launch the brand. And that was nearly 17 years ago. Crazy. The new EVO
components are some of the best vacuum tube components I've had the privilege to live
with at any price. Today, I feel the PrimaLuna EVO components are genuinely part of the
top tier of the vacuum tube world.
Many audiophiles love a spirited discussion about vacuum tubes versus solid-state gear,
and after 40 years of serious listening, I must admit the glowing bottles still have their
place. The world's finest solid-state components certainly give up no quarter to tubes
these days, but there is always something magical about tubes done right.
The rest of the goodies we have for you are also equally excellent, all at different price
points and style, from ARC, BAT, McIntosh, Octave, and VAC. And they are all excellent
examples of "tubes done right." Today's top tube amplifiers bring a tremendous amount
of glory to reproduced music. Yet as it is with my other passion, automobiles, sometimes
a spin around the block in a great vintage example can bring an equally big smile to your
face. So don’t rule out that option, but prepare to have a competent tech to give a vintage
piece a thorough going over before you start rocking the house.
For those of you that have never sampled tube audio, I submit you give it a try. You might
find it a new taste that you enjoy.
As always, thank you for reading.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Delany & Bonnie—I Know
Something Good
Rolling Stones—Factory Girl
Free Basement—Dog Song
Linda Ronstadt—Old Paint
Jason Isbell—24 frames
Perry Keys—Will You Shine?
Lizzo—Cuz I Love You
Tyler Childers—Country Squire
Jesse Dayton—Whole Lotta Rosie
Orchestra Lissanga—Okuzua

Our Can’t Get it Out of my Head”
columnist (Emily Duff) is still wandering the streets of NYC, soaking up the
sounds of summer. Here’s what she’s
got at the top of her list this month
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

by Jeff Dorgay

Pioneer RT-701
$250-750
We are on a roll with vintage Pioneer. Jay
Leno once said, “You don’t find the cars, the
cars find you.” Vintage audio is the same way,
more often than not. If you’re a serious enthusiast (collector, or hoarder, depending on how
you want to define your desires), you probably
have a few things that are on your shortlist.
You may not always find them, and it’s certainly never a linear prospect, but when they pop
up, you have to act. Promptly. So bear with me,
we’ll be back to McIntosh or Marantz sooner
than you can blink your eye.
20
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

The Pioneer RT-701/707 was one of those on my
list. In my early college days, going from my
post-rack system to real audio, the RT-707 was
incredibly cool because it fits in a rack. Right
between the Phase Linear 400 power amplifier and Technics parametric EQ. All those lights
and meters were pretty impressive.
Built from about 1978 to 1981, the RT-701 actually hit the scene first, and from what we’ve
been able to tell is much rarer than the RT707, because it only records and plays in one
22
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by Jeff Dorgay

direction. My experience with tape decks has
always been that bi-directional operation always proves problematic, so seeing this RT701 on my local edition of the Facebook marketplace was a welcome sight. Moreover, the
fellow that sold it to me couldn’t have been a
nicer guy. The deck was his parents since new
and has had very little use over its life. I could
tell he wanted to keep it, but his roommate
was complaining about the space it was taking
in the living room.

This was humorous on the way home, as the
initial excitement about the 701/707 was always the power amp (i.e., small) footprint this
deck needs to do its thing. So many reel to reel
tape decks defy rack placement except on the
top shelf, which isn’t always practical. Thanks
to a set of 20-foot long Crosslink cables from
Cardas Audio, the 701 is easy to use in our reference system from across the room without
signal degradation.

The direct drive transport means no belts
and adjustments are required, merely a bit of
clean up and maybe pinch roller replacement.
Often this can get in the way of sound quality
on vintage tape decks. This one still plays and
rewinds as it did when new—a great thing.
One thing to watch out for with this or any
reel to reel deck is a takeup reel. If you don’t
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019
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Old School
Respecting HiFi’s Past...

by Jeff Dorgay

have one, they are becoming like gold, especially the metal ones. So be very careful that
the ones you pick up on eBay and such are not
bent. Bent reels can cause uneven winding
at best, and oxide shredding at worst. You’ve
been warned.
The photos you see here are unretouched—
this baby was in great shape! Right out of the
trunk, this one sounds great, and playback
of a few tapes still on hand from my original
RT707 days sound good, but it’s headed off to
our friends at Gig Harbor Audio for a thorough
cleaning, alignment and a new set of electrolytic capacitors. It should be pretty spectacular after that, and we will report back.
Stay tuned.
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

by Michael Laurance

Bowers and Wilkins 607
Bookshelf Speakers
$600
bowers-wilkins.com
I have taken myself a week-long staycation.
Just me at home. Even my wife has been generous enough to tear up the honey-do list and
allow me to dive into my projects and desires
this week. I’m officially a man of my own
devices. Now, I suppose a “smarter” person
would be outside, soaking up the sun, working
in the yard, driving in the country, or doing
something—anything that would move some
fresh air into the lungs. But, what I look forward to the most is diving into my various hifi systems. Audio nirvana summer vacation.
Where to start, then? That was probably the
most straightforward question to answer. I’ve
had these nifty Bowers & Wilkins 607 speakers staring me down for the last couple of
weeks, and I am itching to jump into them.
They seemed to be the perfect starting point
for the week.
Unboxing the 607s, I am immediately pleased
with the fit and finish, and the solid feel of the
speakers- not too heavy, but certainly substantial. I didn’t, however, have the heart to cover up the Continuum woven cone LF driver
and dome tweeter with the supplied grilles.
They’re more visually appealing to me in the
raw. I’m aware that most people would use
these speakers in a sub/sat-type of setup, and
we’ll get to that, but I had to break with tradition for the first trial. I still had the Cyrus One
HD integrated amplifier set up in my listening room, so I couldn’t resist the urge to hear
what the 607’s sound like as full-range speakers. Slipping Mark Knopfler’s The Ragpicker’s
Dream into my Pioneer Elite CD player, I take
off without a net.
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!
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by Michael Laurance

As full-range speakers, the 607’s perform well,
with vocals somewhat pronounced. They don’t
sound large or overwhelming, yet offer highly
focused imaging. I didn’t expect a ton of bass
from a pair of 5-inch woofers, but these new
Continuum cone drivers certainly produce
a bit of thump, keeping the LF energy that is
there tight and tuneful.
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

The midrange, piano, in particular, is a tad
bright on occasion, but some of that may be
due to amplification and source choices. Yet,
when all is said and done, I’m guessing the
average 607 buyer isn’t hooking them up to a
five-figure system. Context.
Taking that concept further, I reach for my
old Denon AVR-1604, a small Canton subwoofer, and move on to a more traditional sat/sub
arrangement, which proves to be the magic
formula for the 607s. Of course, your Bowers
& Wilkins dealer will probably want to hook
you up with one of their subs. Certainly not a
bad way to go, and that will make it a one stop
shopping extravaganza.
Either way, unless you are using these on a
desktop or in an incredibly small room, a sub
makes the 607s completely different speakers.
Listening to Lyle Lovett’s I Love Everybody,
the soundstage instantly becomes wider, and
vocals are warmer than they were when running the 607s full range. With the sub now
handling everything below 80 Hz, the 607s
become more expressive and balanced. The
dome tweeters now feel more crisp, airy, and
light, and less boxy. Percussion is sharp, pronounced, and alive, with Lovett’s vocals more
defined in the mix.
Pink Floyd’s The Endless River proves a more
challenging piece that the 607s ace, showing
off their imaging prowess, with more width
30
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by Michael Laurance

than depth. Some of this can be adjusted with
careful speaker placement for those that will
take the time. As with many small monitors,
the 607s are sensitive to placement, and they
do their best on stands with the tweeters close
to ear height. I achieved the best overall balance with the speakers about 14 inches from
the back wall, 10 feet apart, toed into the listening position.
Midrange performance is equally impressive,
with the tweeter again showing off its performance. The way they handle guitars is fantastic. Listening to David Gilmour on the 607s indeed was a great way to start this staycation.
Maybe this is why guys like me don’t ever get
a tan.
Track 5 of The Endless River is heavy with
drums; turning the volume up further makes
for another torture test that the 607s pass with
ease. They stay remarkably tight through these
passages, never getting flabby, or out of control. The 5-inch driver responds quickly, keeping the speakers punchy and entertaining.
Continuing to listen, I’m happy with the level of finer points revealed in the discs played.
The 607s do an excellent job, given their reasonable price point, of pulling out subtleties in
tracks, and nuances lying in the mix. Whether
enjoying them at a more relaxed volume or
cranking them up a bit, the 607’s fill my listening room with a lot of musical nuance.
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019 |
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1095

Great sound for just over a G!

by Michael Laurance

If you’re looking for a great $600 speaker, the
Bowers and Wilkins 607s are an absolute steal,
with the caveat that, like many speakers of
this size and price range, these really do need
to be run with a quality subwoofer to achieve
the best overall balance. That being said, one
can add that sub and still put together a great
system at a very reasonable cost.
Happy listening!
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

The McIntosh MTI100
A new breed
$6,500
mcintoshlabs.com

Not just anyone could build something like this, to the level it's made.
Who better than McIntosh, a company now in their 70th year of production,
with a considerable amount of expertise in vacuum tube, solid-state electronics both analog and digital, to come up with something like this…
At first contact, the new MTI100 looks like one of any number of turntables that might have an
integral phono preamplifier, but it's much more. Along with a phono preamplifier on board to
handle the factory mounted Sumiko MM cartridge, there is a vacuum tube preamplifier (with
a pair of 12AX7s in full view) a high-resolution DAC and a 50 watt per channel (into 8-ohms,
80wpc into 4) power amplifier. All on one chassis. Pretty cool. This is where 70 years of manufacturing expertise comes to bear.
You might think something like the MTI100 would be an engineering nightmare, but the McIntosh team has pulled it off perfectly. There is no audible noise in any section of the MTI100. Pho34
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

no and digital sections are free of playback
artifacts, even with highly sensitive speakers.
All this excellence doesn't come at a budget
price. The MTI100 tips the scale at $6,500. This
is not an entry-level product. It's a boutique
product. There is plenty of chatter from the
crabby audiophiles in the audience for several reasons, but they are all missing the point.
This isn't meant to be a modular, upgradable,
rack system, though there is an output for a
powered subwoofer. The MTI100 is a very
stylish, compact music center.
Just add speakers
You don't buy an Eames Lounge because you
need a chair. There are plenty of those at
IKEA. Don't buy this because you merely want
a turntable with a built-in phono preamplifier. You buy the MTI100 because you want to
take a different approach - good sound, unencumbered by traditional componentry. And
because you want something special, something with a history behind it, you want the
security that comes with the McIntosh logo on
the front. The McIntosh MTi100 delivers style
and performance on all levels.
With 50 watts per channel into 8 ohms, the
MTI100 drives most speakers with ease, and
36
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it's enough power to give you a wide range
of speaker choices. As fate would have it, we
just happened to have a pair of the new Sonus
faber Minima Amator speakers ($4,000/pair)
on hand, so all that was needed was to grab
the supplied power cord, and connect a pair
of Cardas Iridium speaker cables. What other high-end audio system can you set up in 90
seconds? And for what it's worth, we did plug
the MTI100 into our reference Sonus faber
Stradivari Homage speakers, so you can use
them in a very high style system too. If you'd
like to see the MTI100 in action, click here for
the first of our “Music in Minutes” videos.
Going more “All American,” we took a detour
with the new JBL Classic L-100s (also $4,000/
pair) and combining these iconic speakers in
the living room of our decidedly mid-century
modern house made for a system that's never
felt so right across from the Noguchi table. But
there's nothing ancient about the sound these
two serve up.
As the MTI100 features Class-D amplification,
the overall tonal balance is slightly thin in the
upper register, but pairing it up with something ever so slightly on the warm side of things
makes for a perfect balance. The JBL L100s, a
pair of Vandersteen 1Cs, some Harbeths, or
(of course) anything from Sonus faber will be
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019 |
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

outstanding. Your McIntosh dealer will also be
able to make some great suggestions.
Multiple options
Cool as that belt-drive turntable is, making
up the majority of the MTI100s form factor, it
has three line-level inputs as well as two digital inputs. The onboard DAC processes digital files at up to 32bit/192khz resolution, perfect for music lovers streaming their content
from a NAS or one of the more popular streaming services.
If you do feel the need to add more gear, like
a tape deck, outboard DAC, or maybe connect
your flat screen television to the MTI100 there
are three single-ended RCA inputs, so expansion can be in the cards if you would like to go
further. Adding the JL Audio's new in-ceiling
subwoofer makes for an incredibly versatile
2.1 music and theater system with a minimal
footprint. A large TV adds to the two-channel
capability, creating a perfect backdrop for
streaming your music collection, even when
you're not watching movies.
It is a breeze to link an iPhone and iPad up
via Bluetooth. A quick pairing has us sharing
high res files from Qobuz in roughly a minute.
This functionality is perfect when friends arrive. The MTI100 is a guaranteed conversation
starter, and once your friends plug in via their
mobile device, they'll be begging you to let
them spin records.
Spin away
Just like the rest of the McIntosh lineup, the
two 12AX7 tubes on the top of the MTI100
glow orange until warmed up, turning green
when the operating temperature is reached.
38
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Though real estate is at a premium and those
tube cages beg to be removed, with their close
proximity to the cartridge end of the tonearm,
we suggest leaving them in place as the folks
at McIntosh intended.
Thanks to that pair of tubes in the phono section, vinyl playback has more romance, both
visually and audibly. Those tubes go a long
way to remove the slight edge from the overall tonality, and spinning your favorite albums
is just so much fun. The Sumiko sourced MM
cartridge has a removable stylus, so if there's
a situation, a replacement stylus shouldn't be
much more than $100 - $150. If you entertain
a lot with a vinyl friendly crowd, it might not
be the worst idea to have a spare on hand.
Again, your McIntosh dealer should be able to
set you up on this.
Speaking of setup, the turntable section of the
MTI100 couldn't be easier to get rolling. Install
the belt, place the platter on top, and install
the counterweight. If you want to upgrade the
sound of the MTI100, a better MM cart could
be installed and aligned, but this does slightly
defeat the ease of setup/ease of use ethos that
the MTI100 brings.
Know thy customer
Living with the McIntosh MTI100 for a while
proves it is worth the price asked. The level of
quality, functionality, and audio performance
makes it the perfect purchase for anyone wanting a high quality, all-inclusive music system.
It is not a substitute for a rack of separate components, but you'd be awfully pressed to find
a turntable/arm/cartridge, phono preamplifier,
streaming DAC, and amplifier (along with four
power cords, four sets of interconnects and a
rack) that all work together for this price.

Who better
than McIntosh,
a company now
in their 70th year
of production...
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019
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The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Small Spaces

But as mentioned at the MTI100 is so much
more than that. This is a piece of sonic artistry, that provides high-end sound from all the
sources you can imagine, and looks great doing it. For many, this and a great pair of speakers will be a destination music system. For
others, it will be a second or even third system. And I'm guessing there will also be a few
die-hard, completist McIntosh collectors that
will just have one because…

Over at our companion site, The Audiophile
Apartment, we've decided to make the MTI100
our Product of the year for 2019.
Click here if you're curious about what else
we've picked.

Much as I hate to profile anyone, I suspect the
MTI100 will appeal to what I refer to as the
“qualityphile” customer. This customer likes
solutions that are off the beaten path, that are
as technologically curious as aesthetically motivated. Gazing into my crystal ball, I expect
the MTI100 is going to end up in some very
design rich environments, and cherished by
its owners.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Julee Cruise—I Float Alone
Xiu Xiu—Blue Frank/Pink Room
Trent Reznor—Background Noise
Pat Metheny—Part 2 (from Zero
Tolerance for Silence)
Au Revoir Simone—Lark
Jean-Michel Jarre—The Time Machine
Gary Numan—Are Friends Electric?
Can—Spoon
Dead Can Dance—Opium
Billie Eilish—All The Good Girls
Go To Hell

Our publisher is thinking about
ethereal, electronic, slightly haunting
tunes. Here’s a few that have been
popping up more and more often—
and somehow David Lynch and
Twin Peaks come right to mind.
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The Journeyman Audiophile
The Linn Selekt DSM with Katalyst DAC.
Add amp, speakers and go!
$5,100
linnhifi.co.uk
For many of my generation, we grew up with the Linn Sondek turntable, and
its analog prowess. That table is still in production today, having continuously
been improved and updated—it’s still a benchmark to many. In case you haven’t
noticed, Linn has been making incredible products for decades as well. Their
CD12 (I suspect in homage to the LP12 turntable) is still a favorite amongst audiophiles with extensive CD collections. Combining these legacy technologies
with their expertise in DSP and now streaming audio results in the Selekt DSM
we have here.

In typical Linn fashion, the
Select DSM is modular and can
be upgraded to whatever form
you’d like down the road.
The DSM is available with or without onboard power amplification (as stereo or
surround), with or without their space optimization room correction, and with
or without their Katalyst DAC. In typical Linn fashion, the Select DSM is modular
and can be upgraded to whatever form you’d like down the road. I’ve always
admired this aspect of Linn components—an upgrade path makes it a lot easier
to make an investment in hifi. Solid thinking.
With five options to choose from, we decided on the $5,100 Selekt DSM with
Katalyst and Space Optimisation. This is an excellent place to start, giving the
end-user a bit of flexibility in terms of output power and configuration. Want
some glowing tubes to go with your Selekt? No problem. Need massive power?
Easy. With balanced XLR and standard RCA outputs, the Selekt will work with
any amplifier you choose. We ran a 30-foot length of Cardas Clear cables, and
the Selekt performed flawlessly, so you can put your Selekt in a central location
and place the power amplifier where it’s more convenient, should you desire.
44
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The Journeyman Audiophile

The Selekt DSM comes in a tiny, elegantly designed enclosure, the perfect addition to anyone wanting high-performance audio without
a plethora of components. Linn joins a very
distinct group of manufacturers building an
all-encompassing box that looks and feels this
good. Only Naim and Devialet come to mind
when considering the human interface side of
the equation. When you power up the Selekt,
it’s beautiful, backlit, central volume control commands your attention. There are six
preset buttons, for your favorite sources too,
making operation foolproof. The Selekt feels
so silky smooth in action, both you and your
guests will want to walk over and touch it. Or
you can use the app if you don’t want to leave
the listening position. That’s successful product design.

sult. If that weren’t enough, there are separate
inputs for MM and MC, so you could use two
turntables with your Selekt.
Highly devoted analog users can take the outboard phonostage route via one of the analog
inputs. Comparative listening puts the onboard phono input on par with many of other
examples we’ve heard in the $1,000 - $1,500
range, so this represents tremendous value. It
also makes it easy for casual analog listeners
to add an excellent table and happily call it a
day. Finally, the simplicity of not needing another box and set of cables makes this a bonus
for those not wanting an overbearing rack of
gear. We preferred using that analog input for
a vintage Nakamichi cassette deck, reminiscing when the LP12 hit the scene and mixtapes
were the playlists of the day.

True to their roots

The Selekt features a total of ten inputs between analog and digital, so nothing is off-limits. Except for MQA files, and we can’t imagine
that as being a deal-breaker for a control center as impressive as this—the crew at Linn has
thought of everything with the Selekt. Thanks
to wireless streaming, network streaming and
it’s being a Roon endpoint, if it makes music,
you can connect it. Which means all of your
friends can enjoy your Selekt when they visit.

In case you were wondering, Linn offers an
onboard MM/MC phono stage with all versions
of the Selekt, so plugging in a turntable is easy.
And of course, your Linn dealer can put you in
the driver’s seat of a great table while you’re
there. We didn’t have an LP12 handy, but we
did try a couple of well known British tables
from Rega and AVID, both with excellent re46
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Digitally speaking
The Selekt DAC optimizes your digital files,
regardless of source and configuration, and
works with digital files up to 24bit/192kHz.
Again, this should cover 99% of your digital
needs. Thanks to careful attention to digital
input, along with mechanical and electrical
isolation of the various power supplies, this is
an incredibly lifelike musical result.
Linn also makes use of a precision clock with
the Katalyst architecture, and this too goes a
long way to rid digital playback of the harshness that used to characterize it. This success
is most evident when listening to vocal or
acoustic recordings. The amount of low-level
detail and decay here is incredibly impressive
- dense recordings unravel with ease, and top
quality recordings are stunning.
We used the Selekt primarily as a Roon endpoint because it integrates so well into both
our streaming and NAS based digital files.
Should you take the same path, integrating a
Selekt into your Roon system will take all of 30
seconds to establish. Should you not be a Roon
devotee, Linn does provide their own app to
organize your music.
Where some DACs seem to be optimized for
high res or Red Book playback, Katalyst does
an equally thorough job with both—a real relief to those of you having an extensive, legacy
digital collection.
Space, the final frontier
The acoustics and dynamics of a room are often overlooked when building a system, and
especially for those of us living in smaller
rooms, a significant roadblock to getting great
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sound. Where some DSP systems use microphones and measurements, Linn’s Space Optimisation requires spending about an hour
carefully measuring your room’s dimensions.
Entering in the wall sizes, floor materials, ceiling heights, windows, furniture placement,
Space Optimisation builds a custom profile for
your room. Once you enter the data, it takes
about an hour to calculate, and plug it back in.

There’s really
nothing that the
Linn Selekt DSM
with Katalyst
can’t accomplish.

If you’d like a bit more in-depth explanation,
please click the link below.
linn.co.uk/sources/network-music-players#space-optimisation

For the rest of you, it works brilliantly. Under the direction of Linn’s Ross Patterson, we
carefully measured my somewhat difficult
shaped living/listening room and waited for
the profile. Before Selekt, the bass through my
Focal Kanta no.3s was somewhat weak, and
the speakers sounded thin overall. Imaging
was very diffuse and non-specific.
TONE no.97 AUGUST
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Sound for for a bit more than a G...

With the profile in place, it wasn’t even like
listening to the same speakers! This room that
I’ve always had moderate difficulty making
good sound in was fantastic, with solid, controlled bass and a three dimensional, immersive soundfield. If you can’t put your speakers in the optimum location, or have a tough
room like mine, Space Optimisation makes the
Selekt a go-to choice. The change is so significant, this feature alone is worth the price of
the Selekt.

There’s really nothing that the Linn Selekt
DSM with Katalyst can’t accomplish. Considering how much it offers in terms of price,
performance, and aesthetics, along with such
a compact size, it’s easy to see why we’ve given it The Audiophile Apartment’s first Product
of the Year award.

Happy with the results, we put the Selekt to
the test in an even more challenging environment, our garage. I spend a lot of time out
there working on cars when I have the time,
but I can’t shut my audiophile sensibilities off.
Even in a nearly square garage, with smooth
cement floors, the Selekt transformed a nightmare into a lovely listening environment.
While you probably won’t set up a pair of Dynaudio monitors and a Pass Labs power amplifier in your garage, you might have a listening space with a tile or hardwood floor with
some glass in the mix. Rest assured the Selekt
system will help tame a harsh environment.
More awaits you
As hinted at earlier in this review, you can
either order your Selekt with onboard amplification, in 2 or 5.1 channel configurations.
An HDMI input is at your disposal to connect your favorite disc player or cable box,
potentially making the Selekt a full
theater system in a single box.
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Shannon Says...
Audio Musings from up North

by Shanon Swetlishnoff

Breaking in is fun to do with a Hana ML
$1,200
musicalsurroundings.com
When Excel Sound Corporation released their newest addition to the low-output MC cartridge family, the
Hana ML, this vinyl enthusiast this could not wait to try
it out with some old and new favorites. Hana cartridges
have been covered here at TONE with positive praise and
a full review on the ML is on the horizon, so I won't go into
much of the technical aspect, just an avid listener's perspective
on the break-in experience. After much anticipation, installing
this gorgeous cartridge and putting it through it paces is a treat.
The break-in period is a great experience as the full bodied sound
begins to emerge. Here’s my experience with the Hana ML during its
first 50 hours of life.
Breaking in a new cartridge reminds me of breaking in a new pair of shoes.
Out of the box, the stiff, unfamiliar territory slowly softens and reveals a
comfortable place. Fortunately, this brand new ML is more like slipping on
some comfy kicks than unforgiving Doc Martin boots. Right from the first
time the stylus is dropped, it reveals details and dynamics that are pleasantly unexpected in a new cartridge. The best part is that these aspects
of the ML improve, with separation and texture getting noticeably better
with every album played.
The Hana ML, installed on an Acoustic Solid Vintage Exclusive table and
paired with a Gold Note PH10/PSU10 (+3 gain, 470Ohms, RIAA enhanced),
is a smart looking cartridge. At first glance, the Hana ML presents a simple
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Audio Musings from up North

design with distinctive gold logo, microline
stylus and the gold-plated copper resonance
plate that is integral with the cartridge body.
The low ouput 0.4mV cartridge is set to a moderate VTF of 1.85g (recommended range 1-752.0g) and the ML begins her maiden voyage.
From first play, throughout the break-in and
beyond, the Hana ML earns its reputation for
being a great sounding cartridge that doesn't
cost you an arm and a leg, at $1,200. Our publisher is quick to note for those wondering,
that it is a substantial step up from the SL,
which is a great value at $750.
For this review, The Police’s Regatta de Blanc,
Dr. Dre’s Chronic, Diana Krall’s Quiet Nights,
and War on Drugs A Deeper Understanding are
my go to selections. There is no muddiness to
the vocals and instruments are crisp, clear
and energetic, however a slight thinness to the
midrange, bass prevails. Piano sections are a
bit light and guitar solo presentation could be
more robust. The details are compelling, but
there is a feeling that there is potential for improvement in the overall sonic quality, separation and emotional connection to the music.
Around the 25-30 hour mark, the first layers of
separation and texture start to become noticable. At first, these layers were subtle and shy,
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by Shanon Swetlishnoff

but with each album played become warmer,
bolder and full bodied. There is no mistaking
when the change occurs. Instruments become
more transparent and vocals begin to have
that emotional appeal I love to feel. The bass
becomes clean cut and punchy, the midrange
fills in and the separation perceptible. These
subtle improvements only get better and more
charactered with every album.
At the 45-50 hour mark, the sound is 3-dimensional and life-like. This is most apparent with
Stewart Copeland's unmistakeable drumming
in The Police's “This Bed's too Big Without
You.” In Diana Krall's “I've Grown Accustomed
To His Face.” the delicate piano loses its initial thin, tinkly sound when the cartridge was
straight out of the box, gaining the warm, sultry, organic appeal this vocalist is known for.
Hip hop bounce such as in Dr. Dre's “Nuthin'
But a G Thang” is brought to life with lively,
bumping bass. The emotional lyrical content
of War on Drugs’ “Pain” and accompanying instrumentation blooms after the 50 hour mark.
This is where the Hana ML begins to reach its
full potential, now routinely giving up the subtlety I was expecting. You might even want to
double check your cartridges’ set up between
50 and 100 hours as the suspension settles
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019 |
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by Shanon Swetlishnoff

in. Cartridges do tend to shift ever so slightly
in the beginning.
Transitioning through the break-in with the
Hana ML allowed me to revisit some of my favorites in a refreshing way. For the price point,
ease of installation and overall results, this is
one compelling cartridge. Our publisher and I
both agree that the Hana ML is well worth one
of our Exceptional Value Awards for 2019.
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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...
Tea For The Tillerman
Cat Stevens
This has always been an influential and
soothing record. But this isn’t just any
pressing ot TFTT, it’s an original Mobile
Fidelity UHQR. That’s old school
audiophile vinyl!
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MINE:
Welcome to

it should be yours

MINE:

We’re not just crazy about music and hi-fi here at TONE. While we can put many labels on our ethos,
claiming to be music lovers, audiophiles, or perhaps even qualityphiles, that doesn’t even cover it.
Having me so many of our readers from all over the globe, as we are well into our 13th year, I’d say our
readers are playful and inquisitive to say the least.
You’ve told us you like automobiles, motorcycles, fine art, bicycles, toys, cameras... Well, you get the
picture. Lumping this all under a banner labeled “Style” seems too limiting. Let’s face it, we’re all a little
selfish when it comes to our stuff.So, let’s call it what it is—MINE! And we’ll be sharing more of our favorite stuff as we go.

Fielder’s Choice
Classic Billfold
From $125
fcgoods.com

If you’re looking for something a little different
when it comes to a wallet, Fielder’s Choice goods
produces some amazing products. Baseball fans
will go bonkers over the homage to the game offered by the pockets, made from vintage baseball
glove leather. You can click here to watch a short
video on their construction.
Because FC scours the world for used vintage
baseball gloves, then hand picking the part of the
glove that their craftspeople deem to have the
most appeal, no two of these wallets will ever be
alike. That’s a lot of cool for $125.
The rest of the wallet is made from premium fullgrade U.S. steerhide for maximum durability, and,
the entire wallet is individually sewn. Even if you’re
not a major league baseball fan, anyone impressed
with quality and workmanship will come away impressed with the final product.
The Classic Billfold feels great in your pocket, luxurious in your hand, and guaranteed to
start a conversation, especially amongst
your baseball loving friends.
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it should be yours

Archibald Suede HiTops
$175
archibaldlondon.com

Who thought the classic high top sneaker, reimagined
and re-engineered, would come from London? Off you go
then. Also available in smooth white or black leather for
$220/pair. Don’t forget to take a look at their interpretation
of Italian driving loafers—fab!
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Weinermobile Airbnb
$136/night
airbnb.com

Who wouldn’t want to spend at least a night in the Weinermobile? This enterprising couple from
Evanston, Illinois has taken a genuine Oscar Meyer Weinermobile and made it into a place of lodging.
Awesome. However the owners note that the Weinermobile is “not safe or suitable for children 0-12,
or pets.” Again, we warn you.
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Duke Snoop
Face Black Loafers
$300/pair
dukeanddexter.com

London clotherie Duke and Dexter
has teamed up with hip hop style
master Snoop Dogg to create a
line of loafers that will be limited to
1000 pairs total. As they say on their
site, “this is the ultimate loafer, for a
sleek, laid-back look.”
All loafers are individually numbered,
hand made in England, and all D&D
packaging is made from recyclable/
sustainable materials. So you can be
down in style, with zero guilt.
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Herman Miller
Mineral Aeron Chair

$1,275 - $1,575 (size and finish dependent)
dwr.com
At the tail end of the dot com boom, the Herman Miller
Aeron chair established itself as a style icon, even though
they only came in black back then. This radical new approach to task seating was developed by Don Chadwick
and Bill Stumpf for Herman Miller, and today is the gold
standard in office chairs. Well, maybe the mineral or
black standard.
In typical Herman Miller
fashion, the Aeron is now
available in sizes A (small),
B (medium), or C (large), so
everyone can be comfortably cosseted while they work.
Our publisher’s wife has one in her
office and loves it.
For those of you not initiated
with Herman Miller’s way of
doing things, all of their task
(office) chairs come with the
Herman Miller Promise. Their
chairs are warrantied to be free of
defect, even when used 24 hours
a day for 12 straight years. Parts
and labor. Considering that our
publisher is still using a 30 year
old Equa 2 chair that is nowhere
near ready to give up the ghost,
we are confident that the Aeron
will be going strong for decades.
This is what you pay the big money for, at least up
front. The investment looks better every year
those cheap chairs bite the dust.
Stylishness aside, once you
sit in an Aeron, you’ll
never go back. We
warned you.
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Madson Classico Sunglasses
$70
madsonofamerica.com

These ultra cool, black Classicos from Madson
not only sport dark grey, polarized lenses, they
feature the Santa Cruz Screaming Hand logo on
the inside of their sleek frames. One of the
easiest ways to bit a put of 80s skateboard
culture into heavy rotation, right now.
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Wharfdale Linton Speaker Stands
$299/pair
mofidistribution.com

There’s no better match for your Wharfdale Linton speakers than the matching Linton stands. They
keep tweeters at the optimum height, look stylish, and offer a bit of storage space for a few favorite
albums underneath. What more could you ask?
Great as the Linton stands are for their own speakers, their 12 x 13-inch platform and 35 pound weight
make them a great platform for those new JBL L-100 Classics, the Harbeth Compact 7, or the Graham
LS5/8, as well as a few other vintage “large bookshelf” speakers. Finished in black metal and walnut or
mahogany, they should be easy to integrate into your décor.
Should you want to use these with a non-Wharfdale speaker, the logos are easily removed, or you can
just turn them around! It’s nice to see a high mass/high quality option that is so cost effective.
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Tag Heuer Monopoly Man F1 Watch
$1,250
tagheuer.com/alec-monopoly

Street artist and Tag Heuer partner Alec Monopoly
has done a few watches for the brand in the past,
but their latest collaboration, the Formula 1
edition, with it’s modest price, is flying off
the shelves and is becoming scarce. With
its 41mm face and 200M water resistance,
this watch will be right at home,
wherever home might be.
This definitely isn’t your Dad’s Tag.
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Volvo XC60 with Bowers & Wilkins premium sound
$3,200 upcharge
volvocars.com

The good news is that if you go all the way to the $70,000, 415 horsepower Polestar edition of the XC60
(which we highly suggest), the Bowers & Wilkins premium sound system is standard equipment. Any of
the other models require a $3,200 upcharge.
Our experience with B&Ws premium autosound in BMW has been nothing short of fantastic, and we
expect the same from Volvo. A test car is in the works (hoping for a Polestar equipped car!!) and it will
be put through its paces very soon. But if you love music, why would you not check this box?
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RTM SM900 Blank Tape

$35 - $120/reel
recordingthemasters.com

Our resident tape expert, Tom Caselli tells us that
the RTM tape is the only game going, if you want
to make the highest quality mix tapes or make a
high quality, first generation dub of some of your
more expensive pre-recorded tape.
The SM 900 formulation is RTMs top
tape, available in ¼, ½, 1 and 2-inch
widths on 7 and 10 inch reels. Those
with a cache of empty steel reels can
also order their tape in cake pan format at a slightly reduced cost.
We’ve had equally excellent result
with RTMs cassette blanks, so these
are highly recommended. With tape
making a strong comeback, we
suggest stocking up while the getting is good! Based in France, RTM
has a healthy number of dealers and
distributors throughout the world, so
you should be able to have your
order filled in a timely manner.
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The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Talk Is Cheap
Keith Richards
Somehow the additional distortion of the
cassette just seems right.
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Sony α7R IV 35 mm full-frame camera
$3,799
sony.com/electronics

Sony is the world leader in mirrorless cameras, and now that most of the other manufacturers have
come along with their own 43 megapixel models, Sony raises the bar again with the α7R IV, featuring
a full-frame sensor with a whopping 61.0 megapixels. This is more than most medium format digital
cameras. They don’t stop there with a nearly 20 fps shooting speed and a standard ISO range of 100 –
32,000. Like with the current III model, this can be pushed down to ISO 50 and up to 128,000.
As with our favorite audio gear, SONY claims to have paid extra attention to the cameras body, working to eliminate vibration, and ultimately reducing camera induced blur to an even lower level.
Though this camera looks like the α7R III it replaces, nearly everything internally has been changed.
Considering the excellent luck we’ve been having with the III, we anxiously await adding one to the
photo studio here at TONE.
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Setlist:

Photo by Pamela Dorgay		

Kat Galka. The Old Church. Portland, Oregon. August 3, 2019.
Waiting for upcoming opera star Kat Galka to take the stage to perform “Eve-Song,” Pam snapped
a quick picture of Galka’s accompanyist and the massive pipe organ in the back. (the sign in the
lobby said NO pictures during the performance. After a set of sonnets, we were treated to a
second half of jazz standards before the afternoon was over.
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Prima Luna
EVO 400
$4,699 each

primaluna-usa.com
Listening to the MoFi version of Santana’s Caravanserai, in the context of a significant system, I’m amazed at how far PrimaLuna has come in almost two decades. They have gone quietly about their business of constant refinement, now
offering the EVO 400 amp and pre that you see here. And at only (I know, that
word) $4,699 each for the power amplifiers, which can be turned into monoblocks at the flip of a switch, and $4,499 for the matching preamplifier, these
components both match or exceed the performance of stuff we’ve reviewed
that costs more. Way more.
It’s no secret to anyone following us for a while, my journey with PrimaLuna
goes back to before TONE. It goes to ground zero. The first hifi review I wrote
for The Absolute Sound was the PrimaLuna ProLogue One. That cool little integrated amp was where the brand began, and you could order it with a set of
KT88s or EL34s, for $999 or $1,099. I bought the review sample, and other than
a brief stay at a former staffers house, I’ve been playing music on it for going on
17 years without a hitch. How’s that for reliability?
We’ve either owned or reviewed most of the PrimaLuna lineup, and where they
had ProLogue, DiaLogue, and HP products, there are merely the new EVO products, with integrated amplifiers and separate preamplifiers in 100, 200, 300, and
400 configurations. As you might expect, as you move up the line, more performance is available, and more music is revealed.
A simple recipe for success
PrimaLuna does something that is almost deceptively simple; they stick to the
plan. They came out swinging with that first ProLogue, with reviewers and
audio enthusiasts all blown away by the quality of fit and finish, along with
meticulous construction. They haven’t cut corners anywhere, and they’ve improved the breed, with better parts and refinement of the circuitry that has
won them tons of awards (and more importantly) happy customers worldwide.
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The simple remote
allows you to switch
the EVO400 amplifier
between triode and
ultralinear mode
from the comfort of
your listening chair.

A look underneath the chassis of both the
EVO400 power and preamplifiers reveals
beautiful point to point wiring like you’d see
on a vintage McIntosh or Marantz amplifier,
but honestly, it’s executed even better. The execution is so tidy, it looks like the streets in Sim
City. This is as near perfection as I’ve ever seen
in anything at any price. Parts quality is equally impressive, with dual-mono construction
throughout, (including the power supplies) and
dual vacuum tube rectifiers in the preamplifier.

sive ($3,799) EVO 300. It’s also a handy touch
for tape lovers that the EVO preamplifiers now
have a tape output.

One of the most significant additions to the
EVO400 pair is their balanced capability, so if
you have a phono preamp or DAC that uses
balanced outputs (like our Boulder, or the BAT
that’s in for review), you can now integrate
balanced components into your system without buying adaptors. Those wanting the refinement of the EVO400, but not needing balanced
inputs and outputs can go for the less expen-

The T’s and I’s
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Stunning sound
All of this would be for nothing if the EVOs
didn’t deliver the goods sonically. We have
in-depth reviews of both components coming
on the TONE website shortly, but suffice to say
these are both world class components.

Finally, because these are both tube components (or all three should you choose to use
them as monoblocks), they are heavy. The
EVO400 preamplifier weighs 52.8 pounds.
That’s more than most power amplifiers weigh!
And the EVO400 power amplifiers weigh 68.2
pounds each. Save your back, get some help!

The EVO400 ships with 8 EL-34 tubes per amplifier. Where many tube amplifier manufacturers are telling you to re-tube after as little
as 2000 hours, PrimaLuna amplifiers have always been incredibly easy on tubes, because
they don’t drive them as hard, and use more
tubes per channel in their output stages. After
17 years, our ProLogue One still has the original driver tubes, and they even test within
spec! PrimaLuna has chosen the 12AU7 tube
in the driver and gain stages of both amp and
pre, which makes tube replacement and tube
rolling, for those who fancy experimenting
with their sound, that much easier. And much,
much less expensive.
For many of you, the 70 watts per channel that
the EVO400 produces will be enough. Those
who have inefficient speakers or really like to
crank it up can go the monoblock route, and
like some amplifiers that need to be sent to
the factory for modification, this mode is only
a flick of the switch away. As is the ability to
use these amplifiers in triode mode. For those
unfamiliar, triode mode is a little sweeter than
standard operation, but the amplifier produces
half as much power as a result.
TONE no.97 AUGUST 2019
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The bottom line is that the adjustability gives
you more options and flexibility is a wonderful
thing in audio. No one gives you more sheer
flexibility than PrimaLuna. The full reviews
will be out shortly, as there is so much more
to go over with these new EVO amplifiers. But
if you’ve never heard PrimaLuna, these are
well worth an audition. They are some of the
finest vacuum tube components we’ve had the

pleasure of listening to. The EVO 400 amplifiers will be staying around as a permanent reference—and we’ve had the opportunity to use
some much more expensive amplifiers. These
are the best bang for the buck going in top-line
tube amplifiers. Nothing offers more performance per dollar (and per pound, according to
the PL website!!) than these.

The Prima Luna EVO400
Peripherals
Analog source
Grand Prix Audio Monaco/Tri
Planar, Koetsu Jade Platinum,
Luxman PD-717/Kiseki
Purple Heart
Phono stage
Pass Labs XS Phono
Digital source
dCS Vivaldi One
Speakers
Sonus faber Stradivari
Cable
Cardas Clear,
Tellurium Q Statement
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The Line Magnetic
LM-805IA Amplifier
$4,995

linemagnetic.com
If you love tubes, chances are you’ve either dabbled into the realm of the single-ended triode
(SET) or were at least curious. Because the single-ended triode amplifier is straightforward, with
only one output device per channel, that is on for the entire duration of the signal, and there
are none of the associated distortions that come from a push-pull amplifier. The result is a silky
smoothness that’s tough to come by any other way.
Audio enthusiasts that live and die by specs and measurements have already turned the page because the SET
does not offer up the worlds best measurements on the
test bench. Because this is such an inefficient way to produce power, SET’s typically don’t make a ton of power
either, limiting your options for speakers.
Thanks to the 48 watts per
channel the LM805IA produces, a new world of speaker
choices opens up. Some will
argue that the ultra-low power 2A3 and 300B amplifiers
deliver more musical nuance,
it’s lost on speakers with a
sensitivity rating of 86 - 90db.
Moreover, that’s the strength
of the LM805IA.
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However, it only takes a few of your favorite tracks to be seduced by the calm, smooth,
engaging sound of the LM805IA. While many
30-60 watt per channel push-pull amplifiers
sporting EL34s or 6550/KT88s have a smoothness about them, most don’t have the delicacy and freedom from grain that the LM805IA
does. And they certainly don’t have it at $4,995.

&
MORE MUSIC POWER

Mu-so 2nd Generation

LUXURY DESIGN

Introducing the New Naim Mu-so 2nd Generation
Mu-so 2nd Generation evolves the iconic styling of its predecessor, but under its luxury aluminium casing are game-changing performance, feature and functionality upgrades. From high-resolution streaming to multiroom music to
TV sound; you’ve never heard it so good from an all-in-one wireless system.
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In addition to great sound, the Line Magnetic
amplifier is beautifully built, all the way down
to the simple, yet effective remote control (featuring only volume and mute functions) which
is finely machined. With Mundorf, caps, an
ALPA volume control potentiometer and meticulous point to point wiring, the LM805IA
channels tube excellence of yore.
These big 805 tubes take about 30 minutes to
stabilize fully, but five minutes after initial
power-up, the magic begins. There’s something
different going on here. If you’ve never experienced the SET thing, it’s going to grab you.
This amplifier may not have the sheer dynamic
slam of an ARC REF or the big BAT amplifiers,

but it does have a subtlety that many other amplifiers do not.
The remaining tube compliment is relatively
straightforward, with a pair of 6SN7s and a
6LS7 in the input section, with a pair of 300B
tubes driving the 805s. This should make for
several exciting evenings tube rolling, but that
will be an investigation for some rainy Pacific
Northwest weekends. While there’s still topdown weather, we won’t be going this in-depth.
The pair of snazzy, backlit, yellow meters on
the front panel to indicate power output, are
also used to set bias current for the massive 805
output tubes. Be very careful when adjusting
bias, as these tubes get much hotter than your
favorite pair of conventional output tubes.
In addition to the input selector and volume
control, there is a switch at the top to control
the amount of negative feedback used. Turning this up from setting one to four, increases
the amount of total negative feedback, which
slows the amplifier down (ever so slightly) and
warms the tonal balance even further. This alTONE no.97 AUGUST 2019 |
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lows you to fine-tune the amplifiers’ sound to
your personal preference and speakers. We’ll
have more info in our upcoming review.
Around back, things are straightforward, with
four sets of RCA inputs and speaker outputs for
4, 8, and 16-ohm speakers. The latter proved
incredibly handy with the new 15-ohm Falcon LS3/5a speakers, making for an amazingly
lovely and engaging sound.

96
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So this is what will either pull you into the SET
experience or leave you wanting more of an
“Audiophile” sound. Deeper analysis is on the
way, but this is by far the most versatile SET
amplifier we’ve ever used.
Highly recommended.
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The Line
Magnetic
LM-805IA
Amplifier
The Good:
Smooth, dreamy sound
Minimal tube compliment,
simple circuit
Top shelf construction
805 output tubes have super high cool factor
Nearly 50 watts per channel

Not so much:
Slightly more background hum than your
standard push/pull tube amp

The Verdict:
We’re going to stick our neck out and say
that the LM805IA is one of the most fun tube
amplifiers we’ve had the pleasure of using.
Beautifully built, and priced right.
You need one!
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The Audio Research
REF 160M Monoblocks
$30,000 pair

audioresearch.com

by Jeff Dorgay
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Loyal fans of Audio Research know full well the influence of their Italian design team on the look
and feel of their current Reference line. ARC finally has dashing good looks to go with their state
of the art sound, and this image makeover began with the GS series a few years ago.
The current REF 160M (for monoblock) amplifiers go further in product and aesthetic design,
and you need to look no further than the commanding, yet transparent output meter that takes
up nearly the entire front panel. Backlit for even more drama, these meters let you view an
approximate indication of power output while seeing the glowing tubes within. They call it the
Ghost Meter™, and it’s a stunning combination of art and technology, to be sure. What’s missing,
is settings for output tube bias adjustment, as the REF 160Ms no longer require you to manage
this task manually.

Long vehemently opposed to auto-bias, ARC took
this step with their Foundation series and the
VT80 a while back. Now scaled up and adapted
to REF duty, worrying about output tube biasing
is a thing of the past. And it works brilliantly.
While the REF 160Ms arrive with four KT150s
per chassis, the auto-bias circuitry is designed to
work with 6550, KT88 and KT120 tubes, should
you decide on a slightly different voicing for
your amplifiers. ARC painstakingly tests, sorts,
and burns in their tubes, and having spent more
than one trip to the factory to verify this, it’s
worth sticking with their suggestions.
Another welcome change that will open up the
REF 160Ms up to more users is their ability to
be used with single-ended preamplifiers (those
with RCA outputs) instead of only in balanced
operation as in the last few generations of REF
amplifiers. This is accomplished by the mere flip
of a switch on the rear panel.
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Sound is king
All this is excellent stuff, and while these amplifiers are by far the most user-friendly REF amps,
they are the most exciting. Getting tube amplifiers to produce prodigious, powerful, yet defined
bass is always an engineering triumph, the REF
160s far exceed past models in this regard. These
are tube monoblocks that you might even suspect had some big heat sinks and output transistors, yet they retain that airy, magical quality
that tubes always deliver.
Having been an ARC fan and customer for over
30 years, I feel that these amplifiers deliver the
best musical balance of past efforts. As is typical
with ARC, these amplifiers will need 400 - 600
hours to fully open up, once they do, the result is
transcendent. The balance of musicality, speed,
and tonal saturation is impossible to ignore.
These amplifiers feel neither tube nor solid-state
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—they just sound like music. Highly resolving
and precise without being forward or harsh.
Monoblocks tend to produce a bigger, deeper
sound field because of the physical and electrical separation, but the 160Ms again, go beyond what ARC has delivered in the past. Every
three-dimensional cliché you can think of applies, yet is deserved.
Final talking points
Fortunately, the 160Ms don’t weigh as much as
the larger models in the REF range. At only 56
pounds each, mere mortals can lift them and
move them into place. They are weighted a bit
towards the back of the chassis because that’s
where the power and output transformers are.
Enlisting the help of a friend is still a good idea.
If there is one complaint, rear handles would
be nice.

The ARC
REF 160M
The Good:

Though these amplifiers are designated “160M,”
they are rated at 140 watts per channel, which
should be enough for nearly everyone. Those requiring still more power can step up to the REF
250 or the REF 750, but be prepared to be buying
output tubes in bulk.

More power than 99% of you will ever need

The familiar fan is still there to keep things
cool, but again, ARC has dropped the noise floor
on this component significantly. Where past
ARC designs always made a bit of fan noise
during the quiet passages, the REF 160Ms are
genuinely silent.

Not so much:

Breathtakingly beautiful, yeah those meters
Neutrality rededfined

Beautiful as those meters are they are dust
magnets. Keep the cats away
$30k/pair means these are not for everyone

Please click here for our full review.
The Verdict:
Audio Research’s best effort yet.
After 40—plus years, they continue
to improve the breed.
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The Conrad-Johnson
ART 27A
$22,000

conradjohnson.com
At first look, the new ART-27A from Conrad-Johnson resembles their past designs: a slender gold chassis, transformers at the back and a few driver tubes
and power tubes to go with. A pair of KT88s per channel, which is an interesting choice, as C-J has always gone either the 6550, KT120 or these days the
KT-150. President and head designer Jeff Fischel explains that the output stage
is built around a very special (and costly) output transformer from Lundahl,
that is optimized for a triode output stage.
But then, closer inspection reveals a chassis devoid of the usual phillips screws
that usually adorn a C-J product. Everything that is customarily painted is anodized and polished, and around back are a pair of pure copper speaker binding posts—the best ones that Cardas Audio makes. The rest of the details are
inside—every single component part has been chosen for optimum fidelity.
This level to detail and implementation does not come by inexpensively. The
ART 27A retails for $22,000. By comparison, the 140 watt per channel ART 150
is only $19,000. But this amplifier has a level of resolution and sheer sonic
quality that even the mighty ART 150 does not, so if you have reasonably efficient speakers and can get away with 38 watts per channel. The ART 27A is the
best of the best.
We have a full review in process that will go into much greater depth on all
the tech bits that make the ART 27A so unique but suffice to say the sound
is incredible, and on one level does not sound like past C-J designs as even
the ART150 and ART300 do. Fischel goes on to discuss the “compromises that
usually have to be made in higher-powered amplifiers, that do not need to be
made here.”
The most significant part of the ART 27As design is its output stage powered
by an independent, fully regulated power supply for each channel. Many tube
amplifiers have regulated power supplies for the driver and inverter stages,
but the ART 27A has a fully regulated high voltage power supply for each output channel—a big part of its incredibly lifelike sound.
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The
Conrad-Johnson
ART 27A
As with all ART amplifiers, there will only be
250 of these produced. Every ART product we
have used has been unique and a cut above the
usual excellent job they do at C-J, but the ART
27A goes beyond. Well beyond.
This amplifier delivers 36 of the most glorious,
pure Class-A watts per channel we’ve had the
opportunity to experience. It is SET-like in delicacy, yet delivers up a lot more power, and
thanks to the circuit design and implementation, incredibly articulate bass as well. Not
what one expects typically from even the most
exceptional vacuum tube designs. Bass always
seems to be the final frontier, yet the ART 27A
does an outrageously good job at providing extension and dimension to the lowest registers.

The Good:
Incredibly rich, detailed, grain-free sound
Painstaking attention to electronic and mechanical details
Limited edition, so you won’t see em everywhere
Not so much:
Still only gold as a front panel choice
Top end of the price scale for 36 watts per channel

The Verdict:
In the end, this is a paradox that only you can
pass judgment on. Many will stop at the price and
freak out. However, if you’ve got a high-quality
pair of main speakers and are looking more for
sonic quality than just a lot of power, the ART
27A is a real jewel in the right hands.
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The C-J ART27A is one of the world’s finest
36 watt per channel amplifiers, but one of the
most expensive as well. Though it has a limited audience, it will be a grail-level product for
those that make the choice.
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The VAC Sigma 170i
Integrated Amplifier:
It's all you need.

$10,000 (base amplifier). Balanced input ($800 addl.).
Phono Stage ($1,500 addl.). Glass and Steel tube cage ($1,000 addl.)
vac-amplifiers.com

Listening to the technical excellence of the recent Gentle Giant albums remixed by Steven Wilson,
it's easy to hear the audible excellence in the VAC Sigma 170i integrated amplifier. This $10,000
($11,500 with on-board MM/MC phonostage) masterpiece delivers a level of refinement that can't
be achieved with separate tube components, especially when you consider the cost of additional
mains cables and interconnects. It's the perfect choice for anyone wanting a vacuum tube-based
system with a minimal footprint. But watch your back when you pick it up, it weighs about 80
pounds.
With integrated amplifiers making such a strong showing, it's no wonder the new Sigma 170i
from VAC is such a home run. Producing 85 watts per channel, it's got more than enough juice
to drive nearly any speaker as loud as you might need. Using it in my living room system with
the Focal Stella Utopia EM speakers (94db/1watt) is stunning. Mated to these 120k/pair flagship
speakers, the Sigma 170i is right at home, with enough power, detail, and dynamics to convince
you this amplifier is worth much, much more.
It's hard to believe that this is one of VAC's entry-level products. Most manufacturers would be
proud to have this level of performance in their flagship products. VAC's founder, Kevin Hayes
torments me, promising even more performance with his bigger products, but I can't resist. We
purchase the 170i for our permanent collection well before this review is finished. That's the
highest compliment I can pay him.
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And this is all before dropping a record on
the turntable. Yes, the Sigma 170i features
an on-board MM/MC phono section that is on
par with a lot of outboard phono preamplifiers in the $3,000-$4,000 range. Considering it
is a $1,500 upgrade from the standard $10,000
170i, this is a steal if you are a vinyl enthusiast.
A simple, but high-quality circuit and minimal
loading options (100, 200 and 470 ohms, which
will work with the majority of the MC carts
available) and no need for extra casework
makes this an incredible value proposition.
If you've got a turntable/arm/cartridge in the
$1,500 - $15,000 range, this is all the phonostage you need!
That being said, a vintage Technics SL-1200
with a NOS Audio Technica moving magnet
cartridge, a VPI Classic ONE with Hana ML cartridge, and an AVID Volvere SP with Lyra Delos all proved excellent, and the 170i has more
than enough drive and resolution to clearly
tell the difference between all three. So, even
if you're a budding analog enthusiast, this is
clearly an amplifier that you can grow with,
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should you decide to go down the turntable/
cartridge upgrade path.
The remote is simple, merely having volume
up/down and mute on/off buttons. In the day
of increasingly complex (with ever-shrinking
buttons) remote controls, this is a relief. There
are two other options for the 170i; making one
of the line-level inputs balanced ($800) and a
steel/glass tube cage. Those with kids and pets
might have to have the latter, but the 170i looks
so great without it, this one would be a tough
sell. Seeing the tubes in all their glory is one of
the most fun reasons to own a tube amplifier,
right? Build quality is tip-top, with substantial
yet straightforward aesthetics. The enclosure's
finish is extremely well done, and the massive
power and output transformers round out
the picture.
In the end, the sound of the 170i is enthralling. With a tonal balance ever so slightly on
the warm side, combined with a high level of
resolution, this amplifier makes all-day listening a breeze. You will never grow tired of this
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one—it's resolving enough to draw you in, but
smooth enough to be completely fatigue-free.
This amplifier has a lot of dynamic drive and
bass grip and can drive 4-16 ohm speakers
with ease. A wide range of speakers at our disposal all worked well with the 170i—starting
with the new (15-ohm) Falcon LS3/5As, the JBL
L-100 Classics (as well as a vintage NOS pair),
the Focal Kanta 3s, and Manger 5s, we finished
our listening sessions with the $120k/pair Focal Stella Utopia Ems. An excellent time was
had with all.

85 watts per channel with two KT88s per channel should be more than enough for any speaker in the 86db/1-watt range and up. Thanks
to VAC's auto-bias system, you won't have to
spend any time adjusting output tube bias,
making the thought of tubes that much more
user-friendly. The rest of the tube compliment
is five 12AU7s and a 12AX7 in the amplifier,
with the phono stage using an additional pair
of 12AX7s. This should make tube rolling and
replacement easy and not terribly expensive.

The VAC
Sigma 170i
Integrated
Amplifier
The Good:
Classic vacuum tube aesthetic
Simple remote and operation
Incredibly refined sound

Not so much:
Nope

The Verdict:
We bought the review sample.
That says it all.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Harry James—Cherokee
Pat Metheny/Lyle Mays—It’s For You
Heart—Dog And Butterfly
Dire Straits—Telegraph Road
Rush—Subdivisions
Porcupine Tree—Anesthetize
Circle Jerks—Mrs Jones
Talking Heads—This Must Be
The Place
Go West—We Close Our Eyes
Tears For Fears—Year Of The Knife

Reader Darin Kong checks in with
a mix of 80s and 90s tunes that
completely fit the California
road trip vibe.
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The BAT VK5-56SE:
A different take
balanced.com

$8,495
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Tube amplifiers all have a different tonal balance, a different flavor if you will. Some of this
is due to circuit topology, some to tube choices.
An exciting mix of art and science. Balanced
Audio Technology has always based their tube
designs on the massive, Russian 6C33 triode.
The result is a very different sound than most
typical pentode designs, usually dependent on
the 6550/KT88/120/150 topology.

Because triode circuits by design usually have
lower output impedance than pentode circuits,
resulting in a higher damping factor, they have
the potential of having better control over the
woofer cone. This results in tighter, more powerful bass. BAT amplifiers have always been
known for their fantastic bass drive, and the
new VK56SE continues that path.
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For those wondering the difference between
the $4,995 VK-56 and the $8,495 SE model reviewed here, it is, on one hand, substantial, yet
those needing to join the game at standard VK56 level have an upgrade path. You can return
your amplifier to BAT to be converted to either
an SE model or monoblock amplifier, producing 110 watts per channel, instead of the stereo
model's 55.
Both amplifiers are fully balanced, yet where
the standard model uses a simpler input stage
consisting of four 6SN7 tubes, the SE uses a pair
of 6H30s and a pair of 6SN7s. The SE model also
has a more sophisticated power supply. While
we haven't heard the standard VK-56, our experience with past BAT amplifiers has shown
them to always provide a linear upgrade path
and a fairly substantial upgrade between standard and SE models. The standard models always deliver an incredible value, and the SE
models, more refinement, building on the original design. We expect the VK-56/SE models to
be the same.
One of the most delightful touches that has absolutely nothing to do with the sound quality
is the addition of the arched rear handle to the
back of the chassis. Though the VK-56SE probably won't break your back at just under 60
pounds, it has a weight bias towards the rear
of the chassis, as nearly every tube power amplifier does. The handle makes this amplifier so
much easier for one person to manage, and is a
nice touch aesthetically. Win-win.
Speaking of bias, that's something you won't
have to deal with here. All BAT amplifiers feature their own, patented approach to auto-bias,
and it works brilliantly. Though slightly opti-
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mistic, BATs website says that this allows their
amplifiers to “sound wonderful during the first
few minutes of listening.” While the VK-56SE
does indeed sound fantastic, it still takes a good
30 minutes to settle into its most enveloping nature. That's just tubes.
As with other BAT amplifiers, the VK-56SE is
fully balanced and only has balanced inputs.
While some balanced power amplifiers will not
deliver top performance with balanced to RCA
adaptors (and some will not even provide full
power when connected this way) the VK-56SE

will work with single-ended RCA cables using
the proper adaptors.
The sound is big, beautiful, and luxurious.
There's just something different about a triode
amplifier and the BAT amplifiers in particular that is unique. A high level of tonal saturation and wide, yet controlled dynamic swings
makes for an almost larger than life presentation. However, this majesty is combined with
delicacy, making for an amplifier that sounds
like no other.

The BAT
VK-56SE
The Good:
Big, bold sound
Auto bias means ease of use
That handle on the back panel is fab
Easily updated to monoblocks, very versatile

Not so much:
All tubes, so allow for space on your rack

The Verdict:
One of the most engaging tube amplifiers
we’ve ever used. A TONE favorite.
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The Octave V110SE:

German precision from start to finish
octave.de

$8,495
Andreas Hoffman makes some of the world’s
finest tube amplifiers. They are robustly built
and sound fantastic, bridging the gap between
tube and solid state, entering a zone that is
merely music. We have had this experience
with every Octave amplifier we’ve ever used.

The V110SE with its accompanying Super Black
Box lights up the Focal Stella Utopia EM speakers in a way that none of our other reference
or vacuum tube powered review units have
been able to accomplish, gripping these massive speakers with a combination of explosive
dynamics and high resolution. Even more so
with the Super Black Box in place. The V110SE
has an MSRP of $8,500 and the Super Black Box
an additional $1,900.
Tracking through the latest Billie Eilish album,
When We All Fall Asleep, Where Do We Go? is
particularly haunting, and full of deep, deep
bass information. This record makes most tube
amplifiers (for that matter most amplifiers, period) lose control, yet the V110SE is superb in
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this sense. In addition, the atmospheric quality
of this record, much like any of the Julee Cruise,
or Anja Garbarek records, is not only preserved,
but rendered in a massive, and spacious way.
This is no small feat either.
Choice of voice
Vacuum tube amplifiers are very special in the
sense that they all have a different, and usually
more pronounced voice than solid state amplifiers. Vintage tube amplifiers gravitate towards
a mellower, more romantic presentation with
a somewhat over the top degree of tonal saturation. That’s the tube magic that so many talk
about, and the best part of that presentation
(think 60s Dynaco, McIntosh, Marantz) is that
none of your music will ever sound bad with
an amplifier like this, but none of it will ever
sound spectacular. That’s the tradeoff.

Modern tube amplifiers lean more towards
a more neutral overall tonal balance, though
there is still quite a bit of range in their differing sonic presentations. Octave amplifiers have
always been open, airy, and possessing the ability to paint a huge sonic landscape in front of
your listening position. This big, deep, and dynamic presentation has always been their calling card.
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The V110SE keeps the Octave reputation intact.
While this amplifier has precious little “sound”
of its own, it has a delicacy that nearly always
requires vacuum tubes to achieve, yet offers a
level of punch that few vacuum tube amplifiers
can muster. Quite the combination.
Quality throughout
Some tube amplifiers have better reputations
for reliability than others, but Octave products
are top tier. Everything is overbuilt, and Mr.
Hoffman’s amplifiers are as close to fool proof
as can be.
Yet there is more underneath the chassis. Octave talks about their amplifiers being unaffected by speaker load, and again in our experience, their amplifiers have come closer to this
ideal than any other tube amplifier we have
auditioned. They call it ODT (Octave Dynamic
Technologies) and to simplify, much of this is
based around a power supply with great capacity, combined with improved output transformers and the ability to fine tune the amplifier to
your needs.
First, you can change the output power optimization from high (110 wpc) to low (70wpc) and
then change damping factor and gain from low
(34db) to medium (37db) to high (38db). Octave
mentions that the high setting is better for a
pair of ESLs, which we verified with our Quad
2812s and Acoustat 1+1s, medium better for
traditional cone speakers and low with horn
speakers—also verified with the Pure Audio
Project horns.
One of the toughest parts of using a vacuum tube
power amplifier is the guessing game you play
with the speaker to amplifier match. Thankfully, Octave makes this a thing of the past.
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Finally, the sound
These technological improvements make for an amplifier that is amazingly quiet for an all tube
design. The V110 SE also keeps its composure at high volume, while providing thoroughly engaging sound at low volumes. The additional power supply reserve of the Super Black Box, only emphasizes this even more. The Super Black Box adds $2,500 to the MSRP and is a nice upgrade once
you get used to your V110SE, and gives you an easy upgrade path.

The Octave
V110SE

The Good:
Super neutral presentation
The airiness and spatial perspective you expect from tubes
Top build quality
Upgrade path and speaker load flexibility like
no other

Not so much:
It is a tube amp, so you will need to provide
for adequate ventilation, along with pet and
kid proofing

The Verdict:
If the idea of a tube amplifier that isn’t overly
tubey sounding appeals to you, this is the best
thing going.
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Can’t get it out of my Head
I get asked to do way too many tribute shows. I
always say no. It’s my hard and fast rule; I am a
songwriter after all. I write my own songs and sing
them, or I write the songs other people are cutting
& singing. Please don’t ask me to perform anyone
else’s songs. Don’t get me wrong, it’s not that I’m
a snob. I love a great show and I worship great
songs. I dig them so much, I became a songwriter.
I have my heroes and sheroes and a growing list
of writers I look up to with awe and admiration.
My lack of participation in the recent trend of Extravaganza Tribute Concerts is much more “basic”
than that. I have a really hard time remembering
other people’s lyrics and that leads to panic and
anxiety, two emotions I do not appreciate, associated with “my JOY.” This column is
inspired by the fact that recently I
broke my rule and said yes to THREE
tribute shows which lead me down
this path of records from writers and
artists that I just cannot get out of my
head, truth be told and panic aside, I
am very glad I did.
The Rolling Stones need absolutely
no help from me to market or advertise their catalogue of hits. God Bless
them all on this never-ending tour and
may Mick’s newly improved heart go
on beating forever! Their fans have a
rabid intensity that build communities
connecting all over the world, bringing
people together for all the right reasons.
I found myself inside that Holy and Faithful Circle of Shedoobie recently, while performing “Prodigal Son” at Coney Island Baby in
the East Village, NYC. A wonderful experience of
biblical, bluesy story-telling written by the late,
great Rev. Robert Watkins. This leads me to Beggars Banquet. Its 10-song track list kicks off with
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By Emily Duff

the percussive “Sympathy for the Devil” and closes with “Salt of the Earth.” Everything in between
has soul, purpose and is surprisingly organic and
rootsy with just enough tpae hiss to satisfy my
lust for a Lo-Fi Rock & Roll “vibe.” “Factory Girl”
is a standout track for me in that it epitomizes the
English Folk sound with all it’s tabla-rific blend of
eclectic psychedelic open tuning Celt-Rock. This
record might have been recorded in 1968 but it
stands tall in my list of records that transcend the
test of time - so raise your glass and “let’s drink to
the hard-working people…..” for this music is truly the “Salt of the Earth.”

THE POWER OF STYLE
Focal showcases the beauty
of wood on its loudspeakers

THE DELICACY OF OAK FOR SOPRA
The smooth, uninterrupted lines of Sopra No 2 and No 3 are enhanced by
the creamy combination of an ivory front with light oak sides and the rich
pairing of a chocolate front with dark oak sides. The naturally light wood
shines under Focal’s signature high-gloss finish.
THE SPLENDOR OF WALNUT FOR UTOPIA
For the prestigious Utopia III Evo, Focal acquired a batch of exquisite French
walnut cultivated from a century-old tree in the Ain region. Sealed beneath a
satin finish, this brown-veined tawny yellow wood exhibits stunning nuances
of color and character amongst its plentiful knots and irregular grain. Scala
Utopia Evo and Maestro Utopia Evo are both available in an elegant light
finish or an extravagant dark finish.
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By Emily Duff

Can’t get it out of my Head

Leon Russell wore many hats, literally and figuratively. His appearance alone, long hair everywhere, bell bottom blues and skinny-boy-sexy
hunched over a piano, was always a strong magnet
for this hippie lovin’ flower child. From the minute I set eyes on Leon playing “Song for You” on
Don Kurshner’s Rock Concert, I was hooked on his
writing and his personal style. When I was asked
to perform “Groupie” (aka Superstar) at a recent
Show at City Winery, NYC, I was both flattered and
surprised. The most popular version of this song
was the Carpenters’ version and I did not fall into
that musical easy-listening genre.

vember and that song is on here too. Bette sure
knew how to pick ‘em!
But that version of Superstar was not the version
I was asked to learn. The version I was supposed
to “learn” was the original version by Delaney
& Bonnie from D&B Together. Bonnie Bramlett.
Now that’s more my style. An artist who recorded
in Muscle Shoals, AL, like myself, and who gravitated toward blues, gospel rock & country soul.
Now you’re talking!! This record stirs my soul
in ways that feel like being surrounded in sonic

The version I knew best was from Bette Midler’s
1972 masterpiece, The Divine Miss M. My mother
played this record endlessly and I absorbed it like
body lotion, hydrating my thirst for great songwriting and deft vocal interpretation by a singer that
broke all the rules, elevating the piano bar, cabaret, bath-house show to a level that drag queens
will thank her for till their wigs fall off! I found my
LP copy, listened to “Superstar,” and found that I
couldn’t stop listening to all the tracks. From the
moaning and plaintive, “Do You Wanna Dance,” all
the way thru to the Andrew Sisters’ Boogie Woogie
Bugle Boy, Bette shows us that if a song is great….
you can genre hop, skip and jump it to a higher
ground. The coincidence here is that I will be singing “Hello in There” for a John Prine Tribute in No-
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Can’t get it out of my Head
amniotic fluid for me. Nourishing, protected and
loved. The performances, the tunes, the production, it all hangs together like a finely tailored suit
of birth-day-clothes. “I Know How it Feels to be
Lonely” gets my vote for BEST SONG on the record
because it touches me in a way that a woman deserves to be touched by a song…. I will let you just
think about that for a while so we can jump tracks
to “Groupie (Superstar),” which was co-written by
Bonnie Bramlett and is the perfect example of a
Story Song. Emotion for days with the ability to
insert your very own life and situation into the
track. As a matter of fact, all the songs I have been
talking about are Story Songs which brings me to
my final choice of records for this column….

By Emily Duff

a place where you feel the studio doing what it’s
supposed to do. It’s always refreshing to hear that
on a record. Players who can play, writers who
can write and singers who can sing, inhabiting a
song so deeply that you find your way inside of
it as a listener, blurring the lines of where the listening stops and how you find yourself actually
“living the lyric.” Thank you for inviting us in, JP.
It’s this generosity that breeds true fans, and I for
one, certainly appreciate that Southern hospitality. This record reads like Faulkner and sounds
like Summer Rain. Brand new & classic straight
out the gate! BUY IT.

A recent release from John
Paul White on Single Lock
Records, called The Hurting
Kind. I promised myself I
wouldn’t even mention The
Civil Wars (Oooops!) cause
John Paul has moved well
passed this and has proven
himself a fully formed solo
artist and brilliant songwriter. This record has stunning
moments of “feels like Orbison,” Lennon & McCartney, and many other touchstones, while still retaining
its own voice and integrity.
Beautiful
performances
from all musicians, especially string arrangements and
production that respects the
songs while lifting them to
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Setlist:

Photo by Pamela Dorgay

Beck. Sunlight Supply Amphitheater. Vancouver, Washinton. July 11, 2019.
With Spoon and Cage the Elephant as opening acts, Beck had to be on his game—and he was, hitting
the stage running hard, opening with a full on psychedelic light show and a rousing rendition of
“Loser.” And it just got better from there. He left to the confetti shower you see here.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Loser
The New Pollution
Que Onda Guero
Girl
Black Tamrourine
Mixed Bizness
Think I’m in Love
Lost Cause
Blue Moon
Saw Lightning
Wow
Devils Haircut
Up All Night
Where it’s At
One Foot in The Grave
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Future Tense

Reviews in our immediate future...

AVID Acutus Dark
$12,995
avidhifi.com

Those longing for a matte black version of AVID’s award winning Acutus turntable now have
their prayers answered. Featuring nearly all of the technological advances in vibration control
that AVID is known for, the Dark looks to be a major bargain in destination turntables.
If you’ve had a chance to sample an AVID, you know they all share a level of dynamics and finesse that’s tough to beat. Combine that with simple setup, and compatibility with a wide range
of tonearms, makes for a formidable record playing machine. We’ve been using AVID tables as
reference components here at TONE for over a decade.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Wharfdale Linton

$1,499/pair with stands
mofidistribution.com
The Wharfdale Lintons have been the hit of the show circuit for the last year, and for good reason. These speakers are without question, one of the best value in hifi today. Whether you are
a newcomer to the world of audio or a seasoned vet, these iconic British speakers serve up a lot
of sound with few competitors at their price.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Mytek Brooklyn + DAC
$2,199
mytekdigital.com

Mytek’s Brooklyn + DAC is an excellent DAC, but so much more. It offers a fully functioning
headphone amplifier, as well as having an MM/MC phonostage (a bonus $20,000 phonostage,
no less) on board. Finally, its RCA and XLR outputs allow it to be used as a line preamplifier as
well, so if you need no more than your turntable and digital source, all that remains is a power
amplifier and speakers.
The Brooklyn + also features an input for an external 12VDC power supply and word clock in
addition to the AES/EBU, coax SPDIF, USB and optical digital inputs. This is a very compact and
versatile device indeed.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

PrimaLuna EVO 100
$2,295
primaluna-usa.com

PrimaLuna’s smallest integrated amplifier is now part of the EVO series, with many of the production advances in the PrimaLuna lineup incorporated within. Where our original ProLogue
One only produced 32 watts per channel, the EVO 100 now produces 40 watts per channel, but it
is not able to accommodate the bias requirements of the KT150 tubes, like the larger EVO models.
While a few of the premium touches are absent in the EVO 100, the core tech that makes PrimaLuna great is still here. Like every other PrimaLuna amplifier, the EVO 100 is painstakingly
hand wired, point to point, with bespoke output and power transformers. We’ve just started
listening, but it’s clear that the EVO 100 is a winner.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Anthem MRX520
$1,399
anthemav.com

We don’t spec a lot of theater systems here, but when we do it for friends, it’s nearly always with
an Anthem receiver at the heart of the system. They offer incredible value, major flexibility, and
Anthems patented ARC™ room correction.

With five discrete 100 watt amplifier channels and a 5.2 preamplifier section, featuring two subwoofer
outputs, this is the perfect way to start a high quality theater system that won’t break the bank. A bevy
of inputs and outputs assures that you can connect everything you need to achieve maximum audio and
video flexibility.
Our review will be up on the Audiophile Apartment section of our website shortly, but to show our appreciation for the MRX520, our publisher has purchased the review unit for use in his own home. Enough said.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Musical Surroundings Nova III
$1,500, (external Linear Power
Supply—addl. $650)
musicalsurroundings.com

Now in its third generation, the Nova phonostage is
quieter, more dynamic and more musical than ever
before. Adding the external power supply takes its
performance even further, but can be added later as
budget permits. Even with both units in your system,
the form factor is tiny, so the Nova III fits anywhere.
This single input phono stage is all solid state, with a
maximum gain of 65db and a very wide, fine, range of adjustments to suit the MM or MC cartridge of your choice.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

PS Audio Stellar Phono
$2,499
psaudio.com

After designing so many incredible digital products, PS Audio returns to their roots (they began
with a phono stage, many years ago) with the Stellar Phono. This two input phonostage features
all discrete (no op amps) circuitry and up to 70db of gain to accommodate any phono cartridge.
With balanced and RCA inputs, the Stellar Phono will integrate into any system with ease. What’s
piqued our interest is the continuously variable loading for the MC section.
PS Audio has always offered a high performance/value ratio. We’re looking forward to sitting
down and listening to the Stellar Phono.
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Future Tense

Reviews in our immediate future...

Aqua LaScala Mk II DAC
$8,500
aquahifi.com

The current version of Aqua’s original Optologic DAC, the new LaScala Mk.II features a similar
FPGA based D to A conversion architecture as their premium Formula DAC. Beautifully executed, this DAC processes everything up to DSD 128, but has no MQA capability. Multiple inputs
including an I2S input, makes the LaScala II easy to integrate into your digital workflow.
Combining all of Aqua’s technology with a vacuum tube output stage makes for a highly un-digital sounding DAC. Don’t let the relatively compact form factor fool you, when you pick it up,
you’ll see what we mean.
All of this is wrapped in a beautifully machined front panel, wrapped in a grey Nextel powder
coated case. A lovely change from the standard black you see elsewhere.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Gold Note CD 1000 MKII Deluxe
$6,000
goldnote-it.com

With so much attention being paid to the vinyl record, the CD has been making a quiet comeback, as more music lovers want physical media. The Gold Note CD 1000 gives you the best of
both worlds, with a high-performance DAC built in along with the CD transport.
The deluxe version we have here, is built around the Burr Brown PCM1792A DAC chipset,
while the standard model utilizes the PCM1796. The deluxe version also offers a USB input to
go along with the SPDIF RCA and TOS optical inputs. Both can be combined with Gold Note’s
external power supply and Vacuum Tube Output stage, for a modular approach.
Finally, it is available in either the gold you see here, silver or black finish.
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Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

Audio Solutions Figaro – M
$7,500 pair
highendbyoz.com

The Figaro M has compromised the area
of finished wood in their cabinets, offering
something a bit more utilitarian than their
top products, but haven’t scrimped a molecule
on the drivers and crossover networks. Audio
Solutions is new to the US, but these are some
speakers to watch in the future. Another show
darling, everywhere we’ve seen these demonstrated, the’ve provided stunning sound at a
very affordable price. Review next issue.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

Fleetwood Mac—Gypsy
Jennifer Warnes—Why Worry
I Am The Big Easy
Michael LeGrand—The Jitterbug
Waltz
Amy Winehouse—Take the Box
Frank Sinatra – The Way You Look
Tonight You Make Me Feel So Young
Stan Getz—The Girl From Ipanema
Three Little Words
Depeche Mode—Personal Jesus

Impex Records Abey Fonn has eclectic
taste to say the least, but that’s a requirement for a record producer. She
just dropped us a note from the Hong
Kong hifi show with a taste of some of
the tracks in heavy rotation lately.
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Dealers That Mean Business:
You’ve read all the reviews, you’ve argued with the internet pundits,
and you’re ready to write a check. Now what? If you’re a slightly used customer that likes to shop
for the best bargain you can find on Audiogon, this article is not for you. Controversial though it
might sound, I’m not against Audiogon. If you want a gently pre-owned preamp, love music, and
just don’t want to buy new, I get that—so long as you know what you’re getting into. Audiogon can
be a great place to buy pre-owned gear if you know exactly what you want—and don’t expect ANY
service. But someone must buy it new, so you can buy it used- remember that!
If you are the customer that likes to buy new, loves the feel (and the smell) of taking it out of the box
for the first time, knowing no one else has touched it, I get that too. Personally, I’m about 50/50 on
this experience, as I am with cars. Ask anyone who’s bought a preamp or a used car from me, it’s
usually been pampered.
However, if you are going to spring for new gear, you need a good dealer. Someone who understands you, your music and most of all your perspective. You need someone to help you find the
right components that will work together as a system, help you set it up in some cases, and offer
support when things don’t work out as planned. There’s no substitute for experience, and a great
dealer knows their products, and knows what will work best for you.
Nearly every audio system that has failed to achieve the greatness expected of it can be traced back
to poor component choice (system and/or room) synergy and poor component setup. I’ve been to
hifi shows, homes, and dealers all over the world—hearing sound good, bad, and somewhere in
between. It always boils down to these two factors if something isn’t truly broken, and it rarely is.
The solution is easy. Find a great dealer. While there isn’t a hifi shop on every corner like there was
back in the 70s, there are still some truly great dealers out there that will help you put together a
stunning music system, regardless of your budget. And I’m on a mission to find as many of them as
I can for you.
I’m starting with the folks I know, in this new section of the magazine. Most of the establishments
in this list are running full page ads in the magazine—and there is a caveat. I will not accept advertising in this magazine from a dealer unless I’ve been to their place, seen the shop and have talked
to a cross section of their customers to know they provide superior service. In most cases, these are
hifi shops that I, or someone on the staff has purchased gear from as well.
These are not just people wanting to buy space in TONEAudio. Every one of these dealers carry my
personal endorsement, and I hope that will help you on your journey. As we go forward, look for
the “TONEAudio Approved Dealer” sticker on your favorite establishment. Know a great dealer,
that you’ve had superior service from? Let me know, I would like to pay them a visit and add them
to the list.
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Austin, Texas: Whetstone Audio
2401 E 6th St. #1001
Austin, Texas 78702

512.477.8503

whetstoneaudio.com

Portland, Oregon: Stereotypes Audio
1401 SE Morrison Street, Suite 115
Portland, Oregon 97214
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503.280.0910

stereotypesaudio.com
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In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Another Time, Another Place
Jennifer Warnes
Being that we’ve been using Jennifer Warne’s
rendition of “The Ballad of the Runaway
Horse” for years now, to fine tune speakers,
it was time to find a different group of her
songs. Her latest record finds her back in top
form. And who knows, maybe a track from
this record might end up as our speaker setup choice for the upcoming decade?
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Sarasota, Florida: Suncoast Audio
7353 International Place, Unit 309
Sarasota, Florida 34240

941.932.0282

suncoastaudio.com

New York City, New York: Noho Sound & Stereo
62 Cooper Square
New York, New York 10003
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nohosound.com
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Wauwatosa, Wisconsin: Ultra Fidelis
7125 West North Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213

414.221.0200

ultrafidelis.com

888.248.3246

echohifi.com

Portland, Oregon: Echo Audio
5904 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy.
Portland, Oregon 97221
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Marietta, Georgia: The Audio Company
146 South Park Square NE
Marietta, Georgia 30060

770.429.0434

theaudioco.com

San Diego, California: Deja VU Audio West
4848 Ronson Ct. Ste E
San Diego, California 92111
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858.412.4023

dejavuaudiowest.com
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Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Morton Grove, Illinois: Quintessence Audio
5701 W. Dempster Street
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053

847.966.4434

quintessenceaudio.com

Scottsdale, Arizona: LMC Home Entertainment
15507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 135
Scottsdale, Arizona 85254
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480.403.0011

Lmche.com

Dealers That Mean Business:

L IS T INGS

Vancouver, Canada: HiFi Centre
433 Carrall Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 6E3

888.232.9995

hificentre.com

Gig Harbor, Washington: Gig Harbor Audio
3019 Judson St. Suite D
Gig Harbor, Washington 98335
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503.280.0910

gigharboraudio.com

In House

The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

Older
George Michael
Since installing the dCS Vivaldi ONE as a
reference front end, a lot more shiny discs
have been getting played these days. As
one of Sony’s SHM series, this disc has far
better sonics than the original, or anything
you might be streaming. Sometimes it’s
refreshing to go back to the source.
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Playlist:

What Our Readers Are Into

Tone Playlists are sponsored by...

SPECTRAL 40TH

Lana Del Rey—Doin’ Time
Zero 7—Don’t Call It Love
Tame Impala—Boderline
The Head And The Heart—Missed
Connection
Beck/Cage The Elephant—Night
Running
Hembree—Two Sides
Foals—On The Luna
Mansionair—Violet City
Broken Bells—Holding On For Life

To celebrate our 40th anniversary,
we imbued some of our most cutting-edge technology into a classic blast from the past…

Quintessence Audio’s David Weintraub calls this playlist “Summer 19,”
and says it was compiled while sailing
or otherwise overlooking the ocean
with a good beverage.
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This three-way bass-reflex loudspeaker perfectly represents our pioneering heritage of research, design,
and expertise.

no.5

Like its illustrious Focal predecessors from the 90s – Futura Antea and Spectral 913.1 – Spectral 40th flaunts its
signature yellow K2 drivers, updated to take advantage of our current expertise. This new model comprises a
next-generation M-profile inverted-dome tweeter, extremely resilient and highly-dynamic speaker cones, a carefully
designed crossover with meticulously selected components, a Powerflow™ port, and finished in a beautiful40th
Anniversary Walnut cabinet with a High-Gloss Black two-inch baffle. The well-dampened MDF cabinet features an
entirely non-parallel network of partitions and bracings to prevent and dissipate virtually all vibration distortions.

Illinois

Spectral 40th honors the world of High Fidelity with vibrant, expressive sound at any volume level, regardless of the
musical genre, providing hours of listening pleasure.
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Last Word

Our parting thought to ponder.

This is Spinal Tap—The movie.
How long has it been since you’ve watched this classic film about the trials
and tribulations of a hard rock band? Pushing it’s 40th anniversary, Tap is still
relevant today, both in life and in music. Even if you’re too young to get all the
references, a viewing is always worth at least a few good laughs, and considering how far our society has come in terms of political correctness, this one
might not even have seen the light of day in 2019. Relish its crudeness.
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Socially Speaking
TONEAudio’s Online hangouts

If you want more TONE all the time, we’re
doing our best to disperse more content all
of the time on numorous platforms. Just click
here to follow us on our main Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/TONEPUB2/
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Get The Gear: Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue.

Abyss
Ana Mighty Sound
Analog Magik
Anthem

anamightysound.com
analogmagik.com
anthemav.com

Aqua Audio

aquahifi.com

Atlas Cable

integrityhf.com

Audio Classics
Audio Physic

audioclassics.com
vanaltd.com

Cardas Audio
Chord Cable
Clearaudio
conrad-johnson
dCS

highendbyoz.com

Esoteric

AudioVision SF

audiovisionsf.com

Exogal

Audolici

audolici.com

AVID HiFi

avidhifi.com

Bowers & Wilkins
Bryston

boulderamp.com
bowers-wilkins.com
bryston.com

musicalsurroundings.com
conradjohnson.com

vanaltd.com

Echo Audio

Audio Solutions

soundorg.com

dynaudio.com

E.A.T.

audioresearch.com

cardas.com

dcsltd.co.uk

Dynaudio

Audio Research

Boulder
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abyss-headphones.com

Elusive Disc

echohifi.com
elusivedisc.com
esoteric-usa.com
exogal.com

Focal

audioplusservices.com

Franco Serblin
Gold Note

francoserblin.it
goldnote.it

Golden Ear
Grand Prix Audio

goldenear.com
grandprixaudio.com
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Get The Gear: Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue.

Hana Cartridges
HiFi Centre
Jern Speakers
Kanto Audio
Kiseki
Linn Audio
Luxman
McIntosh
MartinLogan
MoFi Electronics
Musical Fidelity
Nagra
Naim
Octave
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musicalsurroundings.com
hificentre.com
jernspeakers.com
kantoaudio.com
kisekiusa.com
linn.com.uk
luxman.com
mcintoshlabs.com
martinlogan.com
mofielectronics.com
audioplusservces.com
nagraaudio.com
Audiopplusservices.com
octave.de

PS Audio

psaudio.com

Paradigm
Pass Labs

PrimaLuna
Primare

primaluna-usa.com
mofielectronics.com

ProAc

soundorg.com

ProJect

pro-jectusa.com

REL

rel.net

Rega

soundorg.com

Simaudio

simaudio.com

Sonus faber
SVS Subwoofers
Tellurium Q
Tone Imports
Totem

sonusfaber.com
svsound.com
telluriumq.com
toneimports.com
totemacoustic.com

Upscale Audio
VAC

upscaleaudio.com
vac-amplifiers.com

Vitus Audio

highendbyoz.com

paradigm.com

VPI

vpiiindustries.com

passlabs.com

Warwick Acoustics

warwickacoustics.com
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Coming in issue

no.98

n Speakers, lots of them
n Focal Stella Utopia EM
n Manger Z1
n Falcon LS3/5a
n Wharfedale Linton
n And more...
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